Mechanical implications of pneumatic neck vertebrae in sauropod dinosaurs
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The pre-sacral vertebrae of most sauropod dinosaurs were surrounded by interconnected, air-filled diverticula, penetrating into the bones and creating an intricate internal cavity system within the vertebrae. Computational finite-element models of two sauropod cervical vertebrae now demonstrate the mechanical reason for vertebral pneumatization. The analyses show that the structural balance of the cervical vertebrae leads to an even distribution of all occurring stress fields along the vertebrae, concentrated mainly on their external surface and the vertebral laminae. The regions between vertebral laminae and the interior part of the vertebral body including thin bony struts and septa are mostly unloaded and pneumatic structures are positioned in these regions of minimal stress. The morphology of sauropod cervical vertebrae was influenced by strongly segmented axial neck muscles, which require only small attachment areas on each vertebra, and pneumatic epithelia that are able to resorb bone that is not mechanically loaded. The interaction of these soft tissues with the bony tissue of the vertebrae produced lightweight, air-filled vertebrae in which most stresses were borne by the external cortical bone. Cervical pneumatization was therefore an important prerequisite for neck enlargement in sauropods. Thus, we expect that vertebral pneumatization in other parts of the body to have a similar role in enabling gigantism.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Extensive vertebral pneumatization is one of the most striking anatomical features of sauropod dinosaurs (Britt 1993; Wedel 2003a,b; Wedel 2005; O’Connor 2006; Sereno et al. 2007), the largest terrestrial vertebrates of all time. Among extant vertebrates, only birds possess similar extensive postcranial pneumatization, with pneumatic diverticula invading large parts of the postcranial skeleton (Müller 1908; Duncker 1971; O’Connor 2004). Osteological comparisons with extant birds have yielded convincing evidence for skeletal pneumatization in pterosaurs (Claessens et al. 2009), theropod dinosaurs and sauropod dinosaurs, although pneumatic structures may have been present in basal non-ornithodiran archosaurs too (Gower 2001). Many hypotheses exist about the biological roles of vertebral pneumatization in sauropods but these focus largely on their importance in weight-saving and respiration (Wedel 2003, 2005, 2007; Perry & Sander 2004). Using anatomical comparisons with birds, the pneumatic diverticula of sauropod cervicals were reconstructed. This revealed that in most sauropods the positions of the pneumatic diverticula are similar, although there is considerable variation in the size of the diverticula and the number of subdivisions within them (Wedel 2005; Schwarz & Fritsch 2006; Schwarz et al. 2007). Computed-tomographic (CT) images expose the distribution and geometry of the pneumatic cavity system within the cervical vertebrae, which ranges in different sauropod taxa from having a few large camerae to many small camellae or a honeycomb-like cavity system (Wedel et al. 2000). CT sections allow a quantification of the amount of pneumatic weight reduction in the vertebra, which in an adult neosauropod is around 50–60%, but could range up to 79 per cent in the largest neosauropods like Sauroposeidon (see electronic supplementary material and Wedel 2005).

It has been postulated that pneumatic structures form in unstressed areas of the bone (Bremer 1940; Witmer 1997) and that pneumatic bones would have a mechanical advantage in allowing the bone material to be concentrated far away from the centre of rotation (Hunter 1774; Currey & Alexander 1985). The mechanical basis of pneumatization in sauropod cervical vertebrae up to 1.3 m or more in length has not been studied previously using biomechanical approaches (Lovelace et al. 2007). Therefore, we applied a finite-element analysis (FEA) to investigate the mechanical configuration of a pneumatic mid-cervical vertebra from an undetermined diplodocid mid-cervical vertebra from an undetermined diplodocid and the third cervical vertebra of Brachiosaurus (see electronic supplementary material and figure 1). We used three loading scenarios that we consider to have occurred habitually in all sauropod necks: (i) an extension of the neck by a quick elevation of 4 g, (ii) lateral movement of the neck with a lateral acceleration of 2 g and (iii) lowering of the neck by gravity allowing for cervical ribs to...
2. RESULTS OF FINITE-ELEMENT ANALYSIS

(a) Caveats
The results of the FEA (see also electronic supplementary material) are expected to realistically display the distribution and direction of the stresses across the studied vertebrae. However, the absolute values obtained from the analyses are imprecise and not significant, because:

(i) the mass and weight of the neck cannot be determined precisely,
(ii) the geometry of the models are approximate since it was necessary to simplify the dataset and because cross-linking with linear tetrahedrons yields imprecise results,
(iii) the material properties and bone mineral fraction of dinosaur bone are not known precisely and anisotropy of the bone was not considered. Both factors influence stress and strain distribution within the bone.

(iv) the insertion points of tendons and muscles in the model were approximated. In some areas, forces were only applied at a single point resulting in extreme localized stress.

(b) Extension of the neck
The main and the comparative stresses are similar. High stresses occur mainly uniaxially, affecting only the longitudinal axis as compression along the massive bar-like connection between the cranial and caudal articular surface of the vertebra (figure 2 and electronic supplementary material). Multiaxial stresses, affecting longitudinal, transverse and vertical axes, and tensional stresses occur around the zygapophyses (figure 2). Comparative loads at the contact between costal capitulum and parapophysis and the caudal part of the cervical ribs (preserved in our model in Diplodocus sp only) display high stress dependence on the relationship between the stiffness of the rib and the zygapophyseal ligaments (figure 3). The occurrence of a well-rounded transitional area (figure 3, see arrow) indicates a region normally exposed to such elevated stresses. The tendency of the overlap in Brachiosaurus as well as and contact between the cervical ribs in the case of Diplodocus.

Figure 1. Used soft-tissue insertions (after Schwarz et al. 2007; Schwarz & Frey 2008) and simplified models for FE analysis. (a) Fourth cervical vertebra of Brachiosaurus brancai (MB.R.2080.25), line drawing with vectors of assumed axial cervical muscles indicated in their insertion sites, and reconstruction of fourth and fifth cervical vertebrae of B. brancai with pneumatic diverticula and articular soft tissues; right lateral view. (b) Model for the fourth cervical vertebra of B. brancai used in the FEA with applied forces during extension. (c) Same model with applied forces during ventral flexion and suspension on the cervical ribs. (d) Mid-cervical vertebra of Diplodocus sp. (SMA L25-3) in right lateral view and with reconstructed pneumatic diverticula and soft tissues used for FEA in the load case of lateral flexion. (e) Model for the mid-cervical vertebra of Diplodocus used in the FEA with applied forces during lateral flexion.
vertebrae for lateral buckling and torque between the segments is counteracted by the zygapophyseal articulations, which contribute to the even stress distribution across the vertebrae.

(c) Lateral movement of the neck
High forces act on the neck during lateral movement because of the combination of gravity, compression and tension. Thus, both vertebrae examined are exposed to higher compressional and tensional stresses than during neck extension, with compression being generally an order of magnitude higher. The distribution of main stresses exposes high tensional stresses in the dorsal part of the vertebra, i.e. in the region of the zygaphyses and the diapophysis. High compressional loads occur at the vertebral body between the condyle and cotyla. Von Mises comparative stresses show that on the extended side of the vertebrae, the spino-pre-zygapophyseal and spino-post-zygapophyseal lamina, the postzygodiaphyseal lamina, posterior centro-diaphyseal lamina and the posterior centroparaphyseal lamina are loaded (figure 3). On its flexed side, the pre- and post-zygodiaphyseal lamina and the posterior centrodiaphyseal lamina are loaded. On the flexed side of the vertebra of *Brachiosaurus*, preserved without cervical rib, the main tensional stresses are highest in the region of the diaphyses (see electronic supplementary material). In contrast, the presence of fused cervical ribs like in *Diplodocus* results in stress at the diapophysis, rib tuberculum and the caudally adjacent part of the cervical rib corpus. On the extended side, the diaphyses is only slightly loaded in *Brachiosaurus* and nearly unloaded in *Diplodocus*, with stresses being concentrated to the cervical rib and adjacent parapophysis.

(d) Supposition of the neck vertebrae on the cervical ribs
There are two possibilities for soft-tissue reconstructions in cervical ribs of sauropods and both use osteological correlates on the ribs. In the first scenario, the cervical ribs are connected by intercostal ligament fibres (figure 1a,c) like in extant Crocodylia (Frey 1988; Schwarz et al. 2007). In the second scenario, the long and thin cervical ribs of sauropods represent ossified tendons of hypaxial neck muscles like in extant Aves (Wedel & Sanders 2002). Consequently, they are not connected by intercostal ligament fibres. For the FEA, the cervical ribs of sauropods were first modelled as ossified tendons of hypaxial neck muscles without interconnection. In this case, an even and mainly compressional stress distribution occurred, and the cervical ribs had no support effect at all. The neck was supported exclusively by dorsal ligaments and muscles. In the second analysis, cervical ribs were connected by intercostal fibres. This arrangement also formed an even and mainly compressional stress distribution in both vertebrae but the units of ribs interconnected by elastic ligament fibres reduced
the forces at the intervertebral articulation. The amount of force reduction depends on the spring stiffness, $c$, but assuming a similar spring stiffness for the dorsal and ventral ligaments, this reached up to 40 per cent ($c_w/c_v = 1$) (figure 4).

(e) Cross sections and the pneumatic cavity system
Comparative stresses are distributed evenly around the vertebrae and mainly on the bone cortex. Peak stresses occur only at points where the tendons and muscles are inserting because the insertion areas used were small resulting in extreme localized stresses. The interior of both vertebrae is nearly stress free. Almost no stresses occur around the cavities and in their bony walls (figure 3).

3. DISCUSSION
The FEA reveals an even distribution of all occurring stress fields along the vertebrae and no peak stresses occur. The main stress is mostly compressional and positioned within the vertebral body, whereas tensional stress is an order of magnitude lower and restricted to the neural arch (figures 2 and 3). Both sauropod vertebrae investigated appear to be optimized for compressional loads, which are distributed along vertebral laminae, leaving the regions between laminae and the interior part of the vertebral body unloaded (figure 3). Pneumatic cavities are positioned in regions of minimal stress as indicated by the almost unloaded pneumatic cavity walls (figure 3). This demonstrates that the position of the pneumatic spaces is consistent with the distribution of main stresses within the vertebrae. The absence of higher loads within the vertebral body and neural arch allows thin and even perforate internal and median bony septa within the vertebrae (see Wedel et al. (2000) and Schwarz & Fritsch (2006) for CT images).

The pneumatic epithelium that forms the diverticula is, by its close association with osteoclasts, capable of extensive resorption of bone material (Witmer 1997). Additionally, the reconstructed localized insertion of strongly segmented axial cervical muscles in sauropod dinosaurs (Wedel & Sanders 2002; Schwarz et al. 2007) would keep the required attachment areas on the bone surface small, allowing the formation of large pneumatic fossae and foramina penetrating the bone surface. Wilson (1999) mentions that vertebral laminae and narrow bone struts control the distribution of stress. Our analysis confirms this role as we demonstrate that the existence of pneumatic epithelium in the postcranium and small-scale insertion areas of segmented axial muscles permit the extensive pneumatization of sauropod cervical vertebrae and makes them, in accordance with Wolff’s law (Wolff 1892; Witzel & Preuschoft 2005), true light-weight constructions. Explanations for
Figure 4. Flexion of the cervical vertebra of Brachiosaurus and suspension on the ribs results in a regular, mainly compressional stress distribution. (a) Von Mises comparative stresses, (b) main stress displayed as vector plots in N mm⁻², (c) diagram of necessary forces (F) and spring stiffness (G) in relation with FEA: force reduction is dependent on the assumed spring stiffness; (d) biomechanical model for a generalized sauropod neck with main bracing structures, representing a segmented cantilever loaded by its own weight (G). The intercostal ligaments represent only one reconstruction possibility, the alternative to which would be ossified tendons of axial neck muscles.

a similar mechanism for the cranial pneumatic sinuses of archosaurs were given by Witmer (1997). He argued that the sinuses can only expand as much as the biomechanical loading regime of the skull allows while remaining stable. The results of the FEA give no explanation for the different sizes and geometries of pneumatic diverticula, i.e. large camereae versus small camellae, which might be due to the variation in pneumatization, caused by small differences in loading between vertebrae. In the examples, the presence of camellae in Brachiosaurus seems to result in a slightly higher amount of bone reduction combined with a reduction in weight (see also electronic supplementary material). However, the size of pneumatic cavities in sauropods might also depend on physiological and/or ontogenetic factors. The FEA also gives no hint about the posture of the neck in these sauropods (e.g. Christian 2002; Dzemski & Christian 2007; Sander et al. 2000; Seymour 2000a,b; Stevens & Parrish 1999; Taylor et al. 2009), although the absence of peak stresses in the vertebrae indicates that the test scenarios would have been possible for these sauropods at least occasionally. The horizontal neck position tested here represents a case in which higher stresses act on the vertebrae compared to a more vertical neck position (Taylor et al. 2009). This is because bending moments occurring in a horizontal neck are much weaker than in a vertical neck.

The results of the FEA were incorporated into a biomechanical model of the sauropod neck that represents a segmented cantilever loaded by its own weight (figure 4). The distribution of main stresses in the FEA vertebra models is consistent with the proposed loading of such a cantilever: the ventral part (the vertebral body) is loaded by compression, whereas the dorsal part (the neural arch) is subject to tension. Bracing structures that prevent sagging of the neck are the dorsal ligament apparatus (Martin et al. 1998; Tsuihiji 2004) and the strongly segmented axial neck musculature (Wedel & Sanders 2002; Schwarz et al. 2007). During all tested FEA load cases, the zygapophyseal articulations between the neck vertebrae form short V-shaped levers acting as dove-tail guidance, stabilizing the neck against torsion and lateral tilting of the neck vertebrae against each other. The dove-tail guidance mechanism of the zygapophyses is especially important during lateral movements of the neck, where high forces are exerted on the neck vertebrae by the axial muscles. Finally, assuming that the cervical ribs of Brachiosaurus (spanning over one to three vertebrae) and of the chosen Diplodocus specimen (overlapping with their cranial and caudal tips) were interconnected by intercostal ligament fibres like in extant crocodylians, the FEA results demonstrate that the cervical ribs would form an additional ventral support of the neck as mentioned (Martin 1987; Martin et al. 1998) (figure 4). However, assuming an alternative, bird-like soft-tissue reconstruction with an absence of intercostal ligament fibres, the ribs did not produce a support effect when represented as compressional elements. In the case of a bird-like configuration of the hypaxial neck muscles in sauropods, the ossified tendons (=cervical ribs) might also be loaded by tension during active ventral movement of the neck, which would result in a different
loading scenario than those tested here. In any case, neck
support by cervical ribs is absent in most diplodocid dino-
saurs, such as *Apatosaurus* and *Diplodocus carnegii*, which
possess short cervical ribs.

Owing to the connection of adjacent pneumatic diver-
ticula in the neck by ducts and their close proximity to
each other, the diverticula units could, even at pressures
less than 1 kPa, have behaved like shock absorbers, buf-
fering oscillations and torque of the long neck during
walking. The shock absorbing effect would have allowed
reduction of respective control muscles and thus provided
further weight reduction. The occurrence of intraverte-
bral pneumaticity in sauropods opened the evolutionary
pathway for their specific lightweight construction and,
in combination with the specific support systems, resulted
in freely carried, extremely long necks (Wedel 2003b).
The consequence of increasing vertebral pneumaticity is
a step-by-step replacement of a heavy tendinomuscular
system by a true lightweight construction without any
loss of overall stability. The pattern of this structural
change follows strict mechanical rules as is seen in the
results of the FEA (Wolff 1892; Witzel & Preuschoft
2005). The variation of neck lengths and flexibilities in
sauropods by the variation of bracing mechanisms
resulted in the ecological separation of feeding ranges in
different, often contemporary sauropod taxa (Upchurch &
Barrett 2000). The significant effect of vertebral pneumate-
ticity on weight reduction and the shock absorber effect
of the pneumatic diverticula were certainly important
factors in the dorsal vertebral column. These were
major prerequisites for the evolution of light but massive
bodies and paved the way for gigantism among sauro-
pods. Thus, the mechanical design of sauropod
vertebrae in combination with the presence of pneumatic
diverticula were certainly important factors for the achieve-
ment of extreme body sizes in sauropods. This should
therefore be added alongside physiological and ecological
reasons for sauropod gigantism which have been recently
discussed (Sander & Clauss 2008; McNab 2009).
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